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The high-speedWR-400
for large volumes and 
the affordable WR-80
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Superior Performance for
Increased Productivity
Designed for high volume speed pro-
cessing, the WR-400 counts a maximum
of 3,000 coins and wraps 40 rolls per
minute. The WR-80 counts a maximum
of 1,600/minute and wraps 25/minute. 

Easy to Operate - 
One Touch Control
Operating and changing the settings is
fast and easy. Change the coin denomi-
nation with one button. Switch from
counting mode to wrapping mode also
with just a touch. For easy operation,
Glory has developed a help guide dis-
played on the control panel.

Reliability for Maximum
Uptime
Coins that are misshapen or odd-size are
immediately separated to an offsort coin
box to prevent jamming and time con-
suming interruptions.

Durable Design
The critical elements of a wrapper's dura-
bility are alignment, center control and
frame design. Glory has developed a uni-
fied frame to reduce distortion and maxi-
mize durability. The performance of the
WR-400 and WR-80 will outlast compa-
rable coin wrappers / counters.

Options
Optional extra large hoppers, printer,
coin roll holder, material detector, remote
control and large paper roll stands are
available for casinos,
armored couriers,
and other business-
es that process bulk
coins.

Durable, Reliable Coin Counting and Wrapping Automation
Glory's market leadership in wrappers is found in the design
of the WR-80 and WR-400 products. With a design focus on
ruggedness and durability, these wrappers deliver top per-
formance day-in and day-out. The high-speed WR-400

counts large volume coins, and the smaller WR-80 is versa-
tile for any size operation. As with all Glory products, both
are backed by our extensive support and service network.

Specifications
WR-400 WR-80

Counting speed: 3,000 coins/min. (max.) 1,600 coins/min. (max.)
Wrapping speed: 40 rolls/min. (max.) 24 rolls/min. (max.)
Hopper capacity: 8,000 coins (max.) 4,000 coins (max.)
Acceptable coins: Max. 32 denominations Max. 32 denominations

Diameter: 15mm-40mm (0.6”-1.6”) Diameter: 15mm-40mm (0.6”-1.6”)
Thickness: 1.00mm-3.5mm (0.04”-0.15”) Thickness: 1.00mm-3.5mm (0.04”-0.15”)

No. of coins wrapped in one roll: Preset for each denomination Preset for each denomination
Power source: AC 100/240V±10% 50/60Hz AC 100/240V±10% 50/60Hz
Outer Dimensions (WxDxH): 410mm x 580mm x 1,100mm (16”x22.8”x43.4”) 410mm x 580mm x 1,010mm (16”x22.8”x39.8”)
Weight: 180kg (399lbs) 170kg (375lbs)
Power consumption: Less than 500W Less than 500W
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